
            “Witness the union of the inherent beauty of natural wood
with the rhythm and �ow of dynamic energy

and intuitive expression.”

aluminum, acrylic, resin on birch veneer

KURT MERKEL
FINE ART+DESIGN



sculptural artworks

  My artistic expression has reached new heights.
      The complement of wood, metal, acrylic, glass, and
          various textures brings these expressive artworks
            to life in a more complex, visual and tangible way.

                 Apply my unique interpretation with these natural
                   materials to interior/exterior design projects...

                         Wall Art  •  Sculptures   • Tables  •  Doors

                                   Floors  •  Walls  •  Windows

                      Each custom artwork is created for you with
                       an intuitive sense of design and purpose.

                      Originality, attention to details, and respect
                      of your resources will ensure a product and
                     experience that will exceed your expecations!

                  So, take a stroll through a new world...

You will see and feel the allure
of my unique style, and begin to realize

the in�nite possibilities...



“Neptune is the Roman god of the sea... 
    He sees all and defends his domain with a trident.” 

Neptune 78” x 114” 

The centerpiece of this oceanfront home. 
My sculptural style complemented the 
architectural details. A work of art that 
pays tribute to the ocean and its
environment... high above, looking
out to the ocean. 



Zen Landscape/10
aluminum, acrylic, resin on birch veneer

60” x 79”



Zen Panels
aluminum, acrylic, resin on birch veneer  /  60” x 12”



Zen Abstract/ 14     aluminum, acrylic, resin on birch veneer   /  29” x 29”



Wall Art

Zen Landscape/15    31” x 60”

Zen Abstract/17
53” x 53”

These stylized compositions illustrate the macro/micro similarities
of our universe. They reveal the intangible energy, inner movement,
and complexities of the subject in an artistic manner, often said,
is sensual, intellectual, and entertaining.  



INTUITIONSERIES

These intuitive thoughts have their origin in our deepest realm of the subconscious.
In this dynamic landscape, an intelligence thrives, unique to our experiences and perceptions.

The geometry of the circles symbolize these continuous thoughts and feelings as they
�oat across our ethereal, subconscious landscape.

Intuition/43    48” x 48”



The wall sculptures can be displayed indoor or outdoor. 
Custom designed to �t any space.  Multiple sections allow
for �exibility in creating new compositions.

Sculptures

Intuition Sculpture/16
aluminum, transparent gold powdercoat

36” x 108”

Sculpture/14
72” x 42”



Custom panels are waterjet cut, �nished with a wide variety of colors & textures.
Install directly to the wall or mount to material for versatility.
Add backlighting for a dramatic e�ect.    

Metal Panels

Genesis     brushed aluminum   /  36” x 96”



Custom Doors Aluminum or stainless steel designs can be applied to
a variety of door styles. Wood doors can be stained to
any color or combination of colors.

• Conceptual renderings



Custom Tables

These aluminum panels can also
be used to cover your existing tables.

The designs can be cut out or printed on the
metal surface.  Apply a protective resin coating
for durability, with a glass top for elegance. 

The bar table is hand painted
with my signature style, acrylics on birch veneer.

Designs can be transfered to vinyl for multiple applications.



Wall Treatments Resurface existing facades with a sculptural design 

• Conceptual renderings 



Partitions
Custom designs can be applied to
glass panels... etched, silkscreened
or cut out, creating spectacular
partitions and privacy screens.

Acrylic glass can be used where
weight and budget are concerns.

• Conceptual rendering



This colorful and vibrant design is printed on
large format vinyl for easy installation, versatility,
and maintenance. Complement the space
by applying the design to a door,
table, window, etc,...

• Conceptual rendering

Vinyl Graphics



Originality,

attention to details,

and respect of your resources

will ensure a product & experience that

 will  exceed your expecations!
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